
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Speisen 

WAS ESSEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? 

sausage: die Wurst, die Wurste 
small, thin sausage: das Wurstchen, die Wurstchen 

CURRYWURST 

But there may be another side to the story. 

The 1993 novel by Uwe Timm The Invention of Curried Sausage claims - though fictional - that the development 

of the currywurst took place in Hamburg. 

According to Die Welt, Timm himself had eaten the currywurst in Hamburg as early as 1947, two years before 

Heuwer is said to have invented the sauce. 

Though the Currywurst Museum acknowledges the novel, a slogan on the wall of museum reads the "real story 

begins in Berlin." 

Wohlfromm also notes that the story of Heuwer's invention of the snack to the best documented of the 

competing theories. 

'An international meal' 

Though Wohlfromm calls currywurst a "German invention", she also describes it as an "international product· and 

is happy for the dish to be served in the UK or USA, and for the influence of these countries on the dish to be 

noted. 

"The places that serve it in the UK or USA tend to be people with German roots who have emigrated there; she 

notes. 

But does the influence of British soldiers, or Americans for that matter, warrant recognition on the 

commemorative plaque in Berlin's Stuttgarter Platz, which marks the spot of Heuwer's first shop? 

"That is difficult,· says Wohlfromm. 

"The plaque is more concerned with the person. Heuwer was a very successful business lady. She is remembered 

as a Berlin personality and entrepreneur. Acknowledging influence of other countries is difficult because so many 

things were invented at that time. Different things came over [to Germany]. I can't actually judge that." 

Could one say that the currywurst stands for international cooperation? 

Wohlfromm says that the spiced snack is a symbol of a "creative situation, a difficult situation in which people 

had to be very creative. The currywurst stands for abundance of invention [and the] spirit of invention.
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